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This is a huge responsibility, and we must have complete confidence in
their capability.  So, how do you train a protection dog you can depend
on? It all comes down to these three elements:

     1.  genetics
     2.  education
     3.  socialization

When these three components are achieved, your dog will have the
stable mind to know the difference between a friendly stranger and
someone with malicious intent. 

Without stability, there is a high risk and liability of an overly agitated
dog that may assault unfamiliar people, friends, and even family
members. 

Obedient protection dogs are trained to defend all we
hold most dear: our family, our home, our possessions,
and ourselves.

Let’s start with genetics:1.

Genetics is not something we can train into - or out of - a dog. These
traits are passed down through generations. Choose a breeder who
produces dogs who are mentally and physically healthy. Then, select
your puppy through properly testing his temperament. This is key to
determining the puppy’s success as a dependable protection dog as an
adult. The final step is proper training that matches the dog’s
personality and attitude.



Your puppy’s education should start at 8 weeks of age. Begin by
instilling basic obedience commands through motivational training and
mutual respect. The relationship between trainer and handler must feel
safe for the puppy; in other words, building trust while keeping the
hierarchical relationship. 

Education establishes a positive relationship and provides the puppy
with a job that is necessary for the later adult protection dog. The
training must include logic, affection, firmness, and reward to anchor a
compliant attitude.

 Like all learning, months of repetition coupled with patience is
necessary. Allowing the puppy to make mistakes is an important
ingredient in learning. This will help your puppy make good decisions in
the future.

2. The Role of Proper Puppy Education

3. Socialization is Key

Puppies only know what we expose them to. Learning how to be
neutral in a wide variety of environments builds stability. Statues,
balloons, loud noises, and people of all shapes and colors are part of life,
and a good protection dog must be able to navigate life without fearful
reactivity. 

Your dog must also learn to be neutral with other dogs and interact
appropriately when needed. A truly stable protection dog recognizes
the difference between a threat and normal life.



From this base of good genetics, education, and socialization we now have
a dog that can learn the difference between friend or foe. It is critical to
teach your dog to watch, prevent and defend. The first response from a
protection dog should be to deter. 

Your dog must learn how to maintain control and attack only if necessary.
Attack is the last resort in self-defense and biting in response to clear
aggression must be exercised under your control. This is the ultimate test
of stability.
 

Teach the Difference Between Strangers and Malicious
People

A couple more things....



 Remember: A
truly stable

protection dog
recognizes the

difference between
a threat and
normal life.

The Importance of
Adapting Your Dog's
Training to Your Needs

The last step is tailoring the
training to your specific lifestyle. If
you live and/or work in a city
environment your dog should
understand not to bark at everyone
who passes by your window.

On the contrary, if you live and/or
work in a secluded area, it may be
important that your dog report any
unusual event or behavior. 

A protection dog is groomed to
defend. The job is serious but
should also be fun. Continue
training for the lifetime of your
dog’s protection career. 

This will keep your dog sharp and
happy. It will also enhance the
relationship between you and your
dog and the people he or she is in
charge of keeping safe. 
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(925) 229-8200

Text Us
(925) 403-1223

Email
info@dogdynamics.org

Some jobs are best left up to a
professional. Training a protection
dog requires knowledge, expertise
and years of commitment. The
Alliance Protection Dog Team has
been immersed in the protection
dog arena for decades.  

We understand the behaviors of
young puppies through adulthood.
We know how to choose, raise,
and educate dogs to fit the needs
of our clients. 

Each dog that comes through our
program lives with us in our homes.
They are part of our everyday lives.
The trainers are invested in the
success of the individual dog as
well as finding the suitable future
family the dog will protect. 

This relationship nurtures the
human/dog bond so that our clients
can reap the benefits with their
Alliance Protection Dog. 

We welcome the opportunity to
help keep you, your loved ones, and
your property safe, all while
enjoying the love and affection of a
dependable protection dog.

The Alliance Protection 
Dogs Team

The Benefits of a
Professionally Trained
Protection Dog

Bien à vous, 


